Regional Officer Assignments

Alabama
Naomi Varnis

Alaska
Anna Wells

Arizona
Afiya Johnson-Thorton

Arkansas
Czarina Hutchins

California
San Francisco & Northern CA: Dana Pavarini
East & South Bay, Central Coast & Central Valley: James Ramseur
Los Angeles: Afiya Johnson-Thorton
Orange County, San Diego & Inland Empire: Brett Fuller

Colorado
Tom Tomezsko

Connecticut
Fairfield, Hartford, New London: Christine Pritula
New Haven: Diane Mogen
Remaining CT: Whitney Green

Delaware
Joanna May

Florida
Miami-Dade, Broward, Martin & Palm Beach Counties: John Chavez
Remaining FL: Erin Cao

Georgia
Veronica Aguilar

Hawaii
Jessica Lee

Idaho
Anna Wells

Illinois
Jason Mogen

Indiana
Jason Mogen

Iowa
Jason Mogen

Kansas
Tom Tomezsko

Kentucky
Samanta Goldfarb

Louisiana
Naomi Varnis

Maine
Czarina Hutchins

Maryland
Molly Coyne

Massachusetts
Boston & Cambridge: Diane McCoy
Northeastern, Southern & Worcester MA: Christine Pritula
Western MA: Whitney Green

Michigan
Samanta Goldfarb

Minnesota
Jason Mogen

Mississippi
Czarina Hutchins

Missouri
Tom Tomezsko

Montana
Anna Wells

Nebraska
Tom Tomezsko

New Hampshire
Czarina Hutchins

New Jersey
Bergen County: Kathryn Saunders
Union & Hudson Counties: Czarina Hutchins
Remaining Northern NJ: Yulia Korovikov
Southern NJ: Tom Tomezsko

New Mexico
Afiya Johnson-Thorton

New York
Bronx: Maria Asayag & Joanna May
Brooklyn: Jessica Lee & Czarina Hutchins
Manhattan: Veronica Aguilar

Ohio
Samantha Goldfarb

Oklahoma
Afiya Johnson-Thorton

Oregon
Anna Wells

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia: Rachel Taylor

Remaining PA: Samanta Goldfarb

Rhode Island
Christine Pritula

South Carolina
Anna Wells

South Dakota
Tom Tomezsko

Tennessee
Czarina Hutchins

Texas
Houston:

Virginia
Northern Virginia: Molly Coyne
Central and Southern Virginia: Anna Wells

Washington
Seattle: Joanna May
Remaining WA: Anna Wells

Washington, DC
Molly Coyne

West Virginia
Samanta Goldfarb

Wisconsin
Jason Mogen

Wyoming
Annah Wells

Veronica Aguilar Hornig
veronica.hornig@columbia.edu

Maria Asayag
maria.asayag@columbia.edu

Holly Bogo
ehb2142@columbia.edu

Erin Cao
ec3125@columbia.edu

John Chavez
john.chavez@columbia.edu

Molly Coyne
molly.coyne@columbia.edu

Brett Fuller
brett.fuller@columbia.edu

Czarina Hutchins
ch3430@columbia.edu

Afiya Johnson-Thorton
aj2865@columbia.edu

Yulia Korovikov
yk2833@columbia.edu

Jessica Lee
jll2139@columbia.edu

Joanna May
joanna.may@columbia.edu

Diane Mckoy
diane.mckoy@columbia.edu

Jason Mogen
jason.mogen@columbia.edu

Dana Pavarini
dana.pavarini@columbia.edu

Christine Pritula
cp3079@columbia.edu

James Ramseur
james.ramseur@columbia.edu

Rachel Taylor
rachel.taylor@columbia.edu

Tom Tomezsko
tt2725@columbia.edu

Naomi Varnis
naomi.varnis@columbia.edu

Annah Wells
aw3206@columbia.edu

Home-Schooled Students
Diane McKoy

US TERRITORIES

American Samoa & Guam
Jessica Lee
Puerto Rico & US Virgin Islands
John Chavez

INTERNATIONAL

Africa
Whitney Green

Asia
China & Macao: Erin Cao

Europe
Eastern Europe: Rachel Taylor

Latin America
Caribbean: John Chavez

Middle East
Whitney Green

Oceania
Dana Pavarini

United World Colleges
Whitney Green
Class of 2022 Profile
Combined Data for Columbia College and Columbia Engineering

First-Year Applicant Overview

Total Applications: 40,203
Total Admits: 2,214
Admit Rate: 5.5%

4,085 applicants applied through Columbia’s Early Decision program.

Admitted Student Statistics

The middle 50% of admitted students scored between 2090 and 2290 on the old SAT (prior to March 2016), which is equivalent to 1460 and 1550 on the new SAT, or 33 and 35 on the ACT.

Over 90% of accepted students were in the top 10% of their graduating class.

Note: The above information is as of May 1, 2018.

Demographic Information for the Class of 2022

Number of first-year students: 1,436
Total number of US states represented (by home address): 50
Percentage of foreign citizens: 16%
Total number of countries represented (by home or school address): 69

Note: Demographic information is as of July 1, 2018.